Blind Color Image Steganalysis Based on Multi-Transform Combined Features Selected by a Hybrid of ANOVA and BPSO
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Abstract—Steganalysis techniques have been classified into two major categories: blind steganalysis which is independent of the steganography method and specific steganalysis which attempts to detect specific steganographic media. Feature extraction is an important functional block in the steganalysis systems. The features are commonly in spatial domain or extracted from transform domains such as discrete wavelet transform (DWT), discrete cosine transform (DCT) or contourlet transform (CT). In this paper, a blind color image steganalysis method based on a hybrid set of features (statistical moments, entropy, and co-occurrence matrix features) extracted from a combination of DWT, DCT, and CT is proposed. The hybrid of "analysis of variation (ANOVA)" as an open-loop feature selection method, and "binary particle swarm optimization (BPSO)" as a closed-loop one, is used in this work to improve the detection rate in tandem with significant reduction in the size of feature set. Jsteg, OutGuess, JPHS and model-based steganography methods are attacked in this work. By using the hybrid of "ANOVA+BPSO", the number of features is reduced to 13. Empirical results show that the most discriminative features in clean/stego image classification are statistical moments of co-occurrence matrix of contourlet transform. The most discriminative selected features are fed into a nonlinear support vector machine (SVM) classifier to distinguish the cover and stego images. Average detection accuracy of the proposed model is above 81 percent for the embedding-rate ranges of 5% to 25%.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Steganography is the art of hiding information in a cover media such as image, so that it is not detected visually. On the other hand, steganalysis is used to detect whether a message is hidden or not in a media [1]. Steganalysis methods have been classified into two major categories: blind steganalysis and specific steganalysis. The blind steganalysis is independent of the steganography method. The specific steganalysis attempts to detect specific steganographic media. Generally, the steganalysis procedure consists of three functional stages: feature extraction, feature selection, and classification. Features are extracted directly from the spatial domain or from a transform domain such as discrete wavelet transform (DWT), discrete cosine transforms (DCT), or contourlet transform (CT). In this work, the combined set of features based on DCT, DWT and CT are used as the extracted features. Also, a hybrid feature selection method based on "analysis of variation (ANOVA)" and "binary particle swarm optimization (BPSO)" is proposed to reduce efficiently the feature-space dimension. In this way, the proposed system offers acceptable average detection accuracy for stego images with low embedding rates (below 25%) of steganography method’s capacity.
The block diagram of the proposed steganalysis model in this work is illustrated in Figure 1. As shown in Figure 1, steganalysis is based on the features that are extracted from two usual transformations (DCT and DWT) and contourlet transform which is a more recent transformation used in steganalysis [2]. The extracted features are as follow: entropy, co-occurrence matrix, and statistical moments (mean, variance, skewness, and kurtosis). The ability of features in discriminating stego and clean images is evaluated by ANOVA technique. In order to reduce the dimension of feature space, ANOVA is used as an open-loop feature selector (independent of classifier) and BPSO is also used as a closed-loop selection method in this study. Support vector machine (SVM) is used to report the specificity and sensitivity of the proposed steganalysis system.

This paper is organized as follows. The related works are described in the next section. In Section III, the transformations and features, which are used in this work, are reviewed briefly. ANOVA and BPSO feature selection algorithms are introduced in Section IV. SVM classifier is presented briefly in Section V. The details of dataset and attack types are discussed in Section VI. Empirical results are reported in Section VII. The discussions and conclusions are also provided in Section VIII and IX, respectively.

II. RELATED WORKS

Some of the researches in blind steganalysis are as follow: Avcıbas et al. [3] have proposed a blind steganalysis method based on the image quality metrics and used ANOVA technique to select the most significant features. They have used multivariate regression analysis for classification. Xuan et al. [4] have proposed a steganalysis method that is based on the statistical moments of characteristic functions of wavelet subbands. They have shown that the moments in the characteristic function domain are more sensitive to data hiding than moments in histogram domain. Bayes classifier has been used in their proposed method. Lyu and Farid [5] have used statistical-model features including first-order and higher-order magnitude and phase statistics from wavelet and local angular harmonic decompositions. They have used three types of classifiers: linear SVM, nonlinear SVM and one-class SVM. Wang and Moulin [6] have used empirical moments of probability density functions (PDFs) and empirical characteristic function (CF) moments of the PDFs in different wavelet subband coefficients and their cross-subband prediction errors. In their work, Bhattacharyya distance has been used for feature evaluation to improve the classification performance. They have shown that CF moments of subband histogram are more sensitive to embedding rate than PDF moments of subband coefficients. For the prediction-error subband, the PDF moments are better features than CF moments. Pavly and Fridrich [7] have used a merging feature set of DCT and calibrated Markov features and also SVM multi-classifier for images with different quality factors. Qin et al. [8] have used Moulin’s and Fridrich’s features and proposed principal feature selection and fusion (PFSF) method to reduce the number of features. They have used a linear transform based on principal components analysis (PCA) and Savage decision making to eliminate insignificant features, then fused the selected features, followed by selecting the principal features from the fused features to form a new feature set. Sajedi and Jamzad [2] have used statistical moments of eight subbands in the third level of contourlet and the statistical moments of difference between actual and linear predicted coefficients of contourlet as the features.

III. TRANSFORMATIONS AND FEATURE EXTRACTION METHODS

In this study, each image is first transformed to other domains through three types of transformations (Fig. 1): DCT [9], DWT [10] (in 3 levels), and CT [11] (in 3 levels). Four statistical moments (mean, variance, skewness, and kurtosis) are extracted from the transformed images and their co-occurrence matrices are calculated. Also, irregularity of the transformed images is quantified using Shannon entropy (described in Part B of this section).

A. Transformations

In this study, the performance of three transformations is investigated in the proposed steganalysis method: DCT, DWT, and CT. It is noted that the output of wavelet transform contains multiple resolutions of space points at desired frequencies; however, it has limited directional information. Two-dimensional DWT offers a decomposition of approximation coefficients of each level into four components: the approximation, and the details only in three orientations (horizontal, vertical, and diagonal). The features are extracted from the subband coefficients at each level of decomposition. On the other hand, in the contourlet transform more
Information can be captured by decomposing an image into directional subimages at different scales. So, this transform can capture heterogeneities and smooth contours more accurately than DWT. In other words, contourlet is a multi-scale and multi-direction transformation.

Contourlet includes two major parts: Laplacian pyramid and directional filter banks. The Laplacian pyramid produces multi-scale decomposition. On the other hand, the directional filter banks produce multi-direction decompositions.

The Laplacian pyramid decomposition, at each level, generates a down-sampled lowpass version of the original and the difference between original and prediction signals. The directional filter banks contain two serial building blocks. The first building block is a two-channel quincunx filter bank with fan filters that divides a 2-D spectrum into two directions: horizontal and vertical. The second building block of directional filter banks is a shearing operator, which amounts to reordering of image samples [11].

Contourlet filter bank is a combination of a Laplacian pyramid and a directional filter bank. Figure 2 shows contourlet filter bank in one level. First the bandpass images from the Laplacian pyramid enter into a directional filter bank so that directional information can be captured. This scheme can be iterated on the coarse image. This combination is a double iterated filter bank structure, which decomposes images into directional subbands at multiple scales. In this study, the discrete contourlet transformation is applied to images in 3 levels and 8 directions.

![Figure 2. Contourlet filter bank [11]](image)

**B. Features**

Four moments (mean, variance, skewness, and kurtosis) are used as statistical features in this study.

\[
M(x) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i
\]

\[
V(x) = \frac{1}{n-1} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i - M(x))^2
\]

\[
S(x) = E[(x - M(x))^3]/\sqrt{\text{VAR}(x)}
\]

\[
K(x) = E[(x - M(x))^4]/\sqrt{\text{VAR}(x)}
\]

These features are applied to DCT, DWT and CT domains.

Entropy measurements quantify the irregularity of a system or signal. Since hiding information into a cover may result to increased irregularity and noisiness of the stego data in spatial domain or frequency domain, it seems that entropy is an appropriate candidate feature for steganalysis. In addition, since contourlet is involved in both spatial or frequency domains and it is much sensitive to edges, that is mostly more affected by the hidden data, entropy of contourlet is more effective for steganalysis [12].

For this purpose, Shannon entropy is an effective statistical method of measuring entropy. It is computed in the following way:

\[
ENT = -\sum_{i} P_i \log(P_i)
\]

where \(P_i\) is the probability of a pixel having intensity in the \(i\)th quantized level.

By using co-occurrence matrix, other groups of features are extracted in this study. These features are as follow: energy, variance, skewness, and kurtosis. It is noted that co-occurrence matrix is defined over an image as the distribution of co-occurring values at a given offset. Mathematically, a co-occurrence matrix \(C\) is defined over an \(n \times m\) image \(I\), parameterized by an offset \((\Delta x, \Delta y)\), as follows:

\[
C_{\Delta x,\Delta y}(f,i,j) = \sum_{k=0}^{m-1} \sum_{l=0}^{n-1} 1 \quad \text{if} \quad (I(k+l\Delta x)=i \quad \text{and} \quad (I+(l+k\Delta y)=j)
\]

The value of image is originally referred to the gray scale level of a specified pixel [13]. In this study, the co-occurrence matrix is applied to the transformed images by contourlet transform, DCT, and DWT (with 16 grayscales). The co-occurrence matrix is determined using a set of 4 offsets sweeping through 180 degrees (i.e. 0, 45, 90, and 135 degrees) at the same distance to achieve a degree of rotational invariance. The energy feature of co-occurrence matrix is calculated as follows:

\[
Energy = \sum_{i,j} C(i,j)
\]

Also, other statistical features (variance, skewness, and kurtosis) are extracted from co-occurrence matrix of DCT, DWT and CT domains.

**IV. FEATURE SELECTION**

In this study, two methods are used for feature selection in a hybrid form: one-way ANOVA, for open-loop feature selection, and BPSO [14] for closed-loop feature selection. One-way ANOVA evaluates the discrimination ability of features in discriminating groups individually by ignoring their correlation. Considering correlations may reveal a group of features which are discriminative together, but are not discriminative separately. When we have several features, BPSO may not converge easily to select a number of significantly discriminative interacted features, due to high computational load. In this study, ANOVA selects a number of individually discriminative features at the first stage, and then the
BPSO is used to select a set of more effective features among them.

A. Analysis of Variance

ANOVA is a statistical method that is widely used to evaluate the feature set abilities in discriminating two or more classes. The discrimination is based on the variations both between and within classes indicated by an index, called p-value. This value is between 0 and 1. Strong or weak ability of the features in discrimination corresponds to a p-value close to 0 and 1, respectively. The p-value is computed through F-test which is a ratio of “between-group variation” to “within-group variation”. Larger F means more difference between groups than within groups. It is noted that one-way ANOVA investigates discrimination of groups based on only one feature (by ignoring the interactions with other features).

In this study, one-way ANOVA is used as an open-loop feature selection approach for selecting discriminative features in the context of distinguishing stego from clean images. Indeed, the ANOVA constructs a feature space for BPSO. The number of selected features by ANOVA should not be too large that leads to divergence of BPSO algorithm. On the other hand, it should not be too small that leads to dimensionally limited feature space for selecting features by BPSO. In this way, p-value and F thresholds are set experimentally. Features with p-values less than $10^{-2}$ and $F > 15$ are selected as the most discriminative features in this step.

B. Binary Particle Swarm Optimization

Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a population-based algorithm to find solutions of an optimization problem. The search space is constructed based on the variables of problem. In BPSO, since the variables indicate existence or non-existence of a feature, the search space is a binary space. Positions of the particles are updated based on their velocity according to the following equations:

\[
\begin{align*}
x_{i}^{j}(t+1) &= x_{i}^{j}(t) + \frac{\nu_{i}^{j}(t)}{w} + C_{1}R_{1}(p_{\text{best}}^{j} - x_{i}^{j}(t)) + C_{2}R_{2}(g_{\text{best}}^{j} - x_{i}^{j}(t)) \\
x_{j}^{i}(t + 1) &= x_{j}^{i}(t) + v_{j}^{i}(t + 1)
\end{align*}
\]

where $\nu_{i}^{j}(t)$ indicates the velocity of the $j^{th}$ component of $i^{th}$ particle at the position $x_{i}^{j}(t)$ in $i^{th}$ iteration. $w$ is the velocity coefficient, $R_{1}$ and $R_{2}$ are two random numbers.

$p_{\text{best}}^{j}$ is the $j^{th}$ component of $i^{th}$ particle which minimizes the cost function as compared to the previous iterations. $g_{\text{best}}^{j}$ indicates the $j^{th}$ component of the best particle in minimization of cost function in comparison to the previous iterations. $C_{1}$ and $C_{2}$ are the weights of local and global terms of search algorithm. Figure 3 illustrates the flowchart of PSO algorithm. The conversion of continuous PSO to BPSO is performed as follows:

\[
x_{i}^{j}(t + 1) = S(v_{i}^{j}(t + 1), \text{rand}(t) \geq S(v_{i}^{j}(t + 1)), x_{i}^{j}(t + 1) = 1; \text{rand}(t) < S(v_{i}^{j}(t + 1))
\]

\[
S(v_{i}^{j}(t + 1)) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-v_{i}^{j}(t + 1)}}
\]

where $S$ is the sigmoid function. In this way, the continuous positions are converted to binary positions. Binary position “1” is assigned to effective features and binary position “0” to non-effective features in distinguishing stego from clean images.

![Flowchart of the PSO algorithm](image)

Figure 3. Flowchart of the PSO algorithm [14]

V. CLASSIFICATION METHOD

The support vector machine (SVM) [15-17] is a supervised learning method that is used for classification. It works based on the construction of a separating hyperplane which maximizes the margin between the input data classes that are viewed in an n-dimensional feature space. Also, the hyperplane may be formed according to a kernel. An SVM with Gaussian radial basis function (RBF) kernel is used in this paper:

\[
k(x_{i}, x_{j}) = \exp(-\frac{||x_{i} - x_{j}||^2}{2\sigma^2})
\]

We used v-soft margin support vector classifier (v-SVC) in which a parameter, v, controls the number of support vectors and training errors [17]. The value of v is in the (0, 1] interval that is an upper bound on the fraction of training errors and a lower bound on the fraction of support vectors.

VI. DATASET

The Uncompressed Color Image Database (UCID) is used in this study [18]. This database contains 1338 color TIFF images. The images have been converted
from TIFF to JPEG images with a quality factor of 80, in order to be used with steganographic methods. In order to construct stego dataset, Jsteg [19], Outguess [20], Model-based algorithm [21] and JPHS software [22] have been applied to the JPEG images to embed the randomly created secret message. So, four groups of stego images are generated, each with the size of 1338 color JPEG images. The mentioned four groups are mixed and 1338 stego images are selected randomly, with approximately equal number of selected images from each group. The size of message is considered to be 5%, 10% and 25% of embedding capacity of Jsteg, Outguess and model-based methods.

**VII. Experimental Results**

A total of 2676 images, 1338 stego images and 1338 cover images, have been used in our experiments. In this work, 120 features of contourlet (3 scales, 8 directions), 20 wavelet-based features (in 3 levels), 5 DCT-based features, 480 features obtained from co-occurrence matrices of contourlet and 100 features from co-occurrence matrices of DCT and DWT have been used. Consequently, a feature vector containing 725 components per color has been obtained. The one-way ANOVA selected 42 features as follow: 19 features that were statistical moments and entropy of the transformed images (Table 1), and 23 features that were statistical moments of co-occurrence matrices (Table 2).
As shown in Table 1, the most discriminative features are selected from contourlet transformation in comparison to DCT and DWT. Contourlet captures the heterogeneities and smooth contours more accurately than DCT and DWT. As shown in Table 2, the energy of co-occurrence matrix of contourlet transform is significantly sensitive to data hiding. As noted earlier, the selected features by BPSO are highlighted in Table 1 and Table 2. So, the hybrid of ANOVA and BPSO has selected 13 features. Random sub-sampling validation has been used as the cross validation method. In this work, 80% of data is selected randomly for training and the remained 20% for test. The SVM classifier has been trained separately for each of 25%, 10%, and 5% embedding rates. The detection accuracy of the proposed steganalysis method for different embedding rates of four steganography methods is reported in Table 3. Also, the classification results, in terms of confusion matrix, are reported in Table 4.

Figure 4 shows the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves which denotes the percentage of correctly detected stego images (True Positive/TP) versus the percentage of cover images detected as stego (False Positive/FP).

VIII. DISCUSSIONS

The performance and specifications of the proposed steganalysis method are compared to similar works in Table 5. It is noted that, because of the diversity of steganography methods and various number of images and payloads in other related works, the fair comparison is a hard task. In this way, Lyu and Farid [5] have employed statistical-model features consist of first-order and higher-order magnitude and phase statistics from wavelet and local angular harmonic decompositions (LAHD) which result in 432 features. They achieved maximum detection accuracy of 78.2% for embedding rate of 100% and minimum of 7.8% for 5% embedding rate. So, the detection accuracy of clean images has been greater than 99%. Peyv and Fridrich [7] have used 274-dimensional feature vector based on the incorporation of calibrated Markov features and DCT feature set to attack to F5, Outguess, model-based, JP Hide & Seek, and Steghide steganography methods. The detection accuracies in that work have been above 92% for embedding rates above 25%. Rodriguez et al. [23] have extracted higher-order statistics and predicted log errors from energy bands of the modified-DCT transform. They have used 120 features and attacked to the output of steganography methods with embedding rates of 5% to 25%. They have achieved higher accuracy with Parzen-window in comparison to SVM.

The above mentioned steganalysis method has been based on DCT and wavelet coefficients and the size of feature vector was more than 120. The wavelet packet decomposition of images based on the Shannon entropy information cost function has been performed in [24] and high order absolute characteristic function moments of histogram extracted from the coefficient subbands have been obtained. The number of features in [24] has been reduced to 39 as reported in Table 5. Back-propagation (BP) neural network has been used as the classifier of this method. The average detection accuracy of 92% has been achieved in [24]. It is noted that the natural images have been replicated until the amount of natural images be equal to the amount of stego images in [24] and this may increase the detection accuracy as compared to 1338 randomly selected stego images in our work.

We extract the features from CT in addition to DCT and DWT in this work. It is noted that most of the features selected by BPSO and ANOVA are from CT domain. As shown in Table 5, the size of feature set is reduced significantly in the proposed method by employing efficient feature selection techniques and the average detection accuracy of proposed method is comparable with similar works, as well. The advantages of the proposed method are significant reduction of feature numbers and using a hybrid feature selection approach by employing ANOVA and BPSO as open- and closed-loop feature selection methods. It is noted that using only ANOVA does not result in high classification rates. Also, using only BPSO will result in high computational load. Then, employing the hybrid approach will result in improved classification rates, in comparison to similar works, with reasonable computational load. The disadvantage of proposed method is that extracting contourlet transform domain features has high computational complexity in comparison to other features. Also, BPSO feature selection is a time-consuming algorithm.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

The main functional blocks in blind steganalysis are feature extraction and classification. Feature extraction is a more interesting topic and has been investigated more in comparison to classification subject. However, both of these blocks have been investigated in this research. A combination of three usual transformations (DCT, DWT and CT) has been used to offer a complete set of features. In this way, the proposed feature selection method has a wider range of features to select the best candidates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steganography methods</th>
<th>Outguess</th>
<th>Jsteg</th>
<th>JPHS</th>
<th>Model-Based</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Embedding rate 5%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detection accuracy (%)</td>
<td>84.61</td>
<td>87.53</td>
<td>97.12</td>
<td>82.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Detection accuracy of the proposed steganalysis method for 25%, 10% and 5% embedding rates
Table 4. Confusion matrix of the proposed steganalysis method for 25%, 10% and 5% embedding rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predicted</th>
<th>Actual</th>
<th>Embedding rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stego</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>96.83</td>
<td>7.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>81.29</td>
<td>18.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clean</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>92.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18.71</td>
<td>81.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Performance comparison of the proposed steganalysis method and similar works

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steganalysis method</th>
<th>Steganography method</th>
<th>Number of features</th>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Average detection accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lyu and Farid [5]</td>
<td>Jsteg, Outguess, Steghide, Jphide, F5</td>
<td>432</td>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>78.2%, 64.5%, 37.0%, and 7.8% for embedding rates of 100%, 78%, 20%, and 5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodriguez et al. [23]</td>
<td>F5, Jphide, Jsteg, Model-based, Outguess, Steghide</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>Parzen-window, SVM</td>
<td>Parzen-window: 93%, SVM: 85% for embedding rates of 5% to 25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yang et al. [24]</td>
<td>LSB, Jphide, Jsteg, F5</td>
<td>39-255</td>
<td>BP Neural Network</td>
<td>92% for 256×256, 128×128 and 64×64 secret image sizes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method</td>
<td>Jsteg, Outguess, JPHS, Model-based</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>81%, 86%, and 94% for embedding rates of 3%, 10%, and 25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A set of statistical and entropy-based features have been extracted directly from the transformed images. The indirect statistical and entropy-based features of co-occurrence matrices of the transformed images have been extracted, too. In this way, 725 features (per color) have been extracted from the mentioned transformations and SVM has been used to distinguish stego from cover images. In order to reduce the computational load and to improve the accuracy rate of classification, the number of features has been reduced. As an innovative suggestion, a hybrid structure of ANOVA and BPSO has been used as the feature selection method in this work. ANOVA has selected 42 features in the first stage and then 13 features have been selected by BPSO. Empirical results have shown that most of the features are based on the contourlet transformation. Also, the energy of co-occurrence matrix of contourlet transform and the mean of contourlet coefficients of the third level are more sensitive to data hiding than other statistical features. The detection accuracy of the proposed system in low embedding rates, with a significantly reduced feature set size, is comparable with similar works.

Figure 4. ROC curves of proposed steganography method for three embedding rates
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